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Preface 

This subcategory report is one of a series of reports prepazed for the 

Employee Concerns Special Program (ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority 

(TVA). The ECSP and the organization which carried out the program, the 

Employee Concerns Task Group (ECTG), were eatablished by TVA's Manager of 
Nuclear Power to evaluate and report on those Office of Nuclear Power (ONP) 
employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986. Concerns filed after that 
date are handled by the ongoing ONP Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed over 5800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
formal, written description of a circumstance or circumstances that an 
employee thought was unsafe, unjust, inefficient, or inappropriate. The 
mission of the Employee Concerns Special Prcgram was to thoroughly 
investigate all issues presented in the concerns and to report the results 
of those investigations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the NRC, and 
the general public. The results of these investigations are communicated 
by four levels of ECSP reports: element, subcaegory, category, and final.  

Element reports, the lowest reporting level, will be published only for 
those concerns directly affecting the restart of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's 
reactor unit 2. An element consists of one or more closely related 
issues. An issue is a potential problem identified by ECTG during the 
evaluation process as having been raised in one or more concerns. For 

efficient handling, what appeared to be similar concerns were groupel into 
elements early in the program, but issue definitions emerged from the 
evaluation process itself. Consequently, some elements did include only 
one issue, but often the ECTG evaluation found more than one issue per 
element.  

Subcategory reports summarize the evaluation of a number of elements.  
However, the subcategory report does more than collect element level 
evaluations. The subcategory level overview of elerl'nt findings leade tc 
an integration of information that cannot take place at the element :jvel.  
This integration of information reveals the extent to which problenm 
overlap more than one element and will therefore require correctiy action 
for underlying causes not fully apparent at the element level.  

To make the subcategory reports easier to understand, three items have been 
placed at the front of each report: a preface, a glossary of the 
terminology unique to ECSP reports, and a list of acronyms.  

Additionally, at the end of each subcategory report will be a Subcategory 
Summary Table that includes the concern numbers; identifies other 
subcategaries that share a concern; designates nuclear safety-related, 
safety significant, or non-safety related concerns; designates generic 
applicability; and briefly states each concern.  

Either the Subcategory Summary Table or another attachment or a combination 
of the two will enable the reader to find the report section or sections in 
which the issue raised by the concern is evaluated.
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The subcategories are themselves summarized in a series of eight category 
reports. Each category report reviews the major findings and collective 
significance of the subcategory reports in one of the following areas: 

* management and personnel relations 

" industrial safety 

" construction 

" material control 

" operations 

" quality assurance/quality control 

* welding 

a engineering 

A separate repoAý on employee concerns dealing with specific contentions of 
intimidation, harassment, and wrongdoing will be released by the TVA Office 
of the Inspector General.  

Just as the subcategory reports integrate the information collected at the 
element level, the category reports integrate the information assembled in 
all the subcategory reports within the category, addressing particularly 
the underlying causes of those problems that run across more than one 
subcategory.  

A final report will integrate and assess the information collected by all 
of the lower level reports prepared for the ECSP, including the Inspector 
General's report.  

For more detail on the methods by which ECIG employee concerns were 
evaluated and reported, consult the Tennessee Valley Authority Employee 
Concerns Task Group Program Manual. The Manual spells out the program's 
objectives, scope, organization, and responsibilities. It also specifies 
the procedures that were followed in the investigation, reporting, and 
closeout of Lhe issues raised by employee concerns.
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ECSP GLOSSARY OF REPORT TERMS* 

classification of evaluated issues the evaluation of an issue leads to one cf 
the following determinations: 

Class A: Issue cannot be verified as factual 

Class B: Issue is factually accurate, but what is described is not a 
problem (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective action) 

Class C: Issue is factual and identifies a problem, but corrective action 
for the problem was initiated before the evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken 

Class D: Issue is factual ana presents a problem for which corrective 
action has been, or is being, taken as a result of an evaluation 

Class E: A problem, requiring corrective action, which was not identified 
by an employee concern, but was revealed during the ECTG 
evaluation of an issue raised by an employee concern.  

collective sitnificance an analysis which determines the importance and 
consequences of the findings in a particular ECSP report by putting those 
findings in the proper perspective.  

concern (see "employee concern") 

corrective action steps taken to fix specific deficiencies or discrepancies 
revealed by a negative finding and, when necessary, to correct causes in 
order to prevent recurrencp.  

criterion (plural: criteria) a basis for defining a performance, behavior, or 
quality which ONP imposes on itself (see also "requirement").  

element or element report an optional level of ECSP report, below the 
subcategory level, that deals with one or more issues.  

emplojee concern a formal, written description of a circumstance or 
circumstances that an employee thinks unsafe, unjust, inefficient or 
inappropriate; usually documented on a K-form or a form equivLlent to the 
K-form.
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evaluator(s) the individual(s) assigned the responsibility to assess a specific 
grouping of employee concerns.  

findings includes both statements of fact and the judgments made about those 
facts during the evaluation process; negative findings require corrective 
action.  

issue a potential problem, as interpreted by the ECTG during the evaluation 

process, raised in one or more concerns.  

K-form (see "employee concern") 

requirement a standard of performance, behavior, or quality on which an 
evaluation judgment or decision may be based.  

root cause the underlying reason for a problem.  

*Terms essential to the program but which require detailed definition have been 
defined in the ECTG Procedure Manual (e.g., generic, specific, nuclear 
safety-related, unreviewed safety-significant question).
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Acronyms 

AI Administrative Instruction 

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction 

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable 

ANS American Nuclear Society 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 

AWS American Welding Society 

BFN Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

BLN Bellefonte Nuclear Plant 

CAQ Condition Adverse to Quality 

CAR Corrective Action Report 

CATD Corrective Action Tracking Document 

CCTS Corporate Commitment Tracking System 

CEG-H Category Evaluation Group Head 

CFR Code of Federal Regulatioas 

CI Concerned Individual 

CMTR Certified Material Test Report 

COC Certificate of Conformance/Compliance 

DCR Design Change Request 

DNC Division of Nuclear Construction (see also NU CON)



DNE 

D0QA 

DNT 

DOE 

DPO 

DR 

ECN 

ECP 

ECP-SR 

ECSP 

ECTG 

EEOC 

EQ 

EMRT 

EN DES 

ERT 

FCR 

FSAR 

FY 

GET 

NCI 

HVAC 

II 

INPO 

IRN
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Division if Nuclear Engineering 

Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance 

Division o! Nuclear Training 

Department of Energy

Division Personnel Officer 

Discrepancy-Report or Deviation Report 

Engineering Change Notice 

Employee Concerns Program 

-Employee Concerns Program-Site Representative 

Employee Concerns Special Program 

Employee Concerns Task Group 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

Environmental Qualification 

Emergency-Nedicgl Response Team 

Engineering Design 

Employee Response Team or Emergency Response Team 

Field Change Request 

Final Safety Analysis Report 

Fiscal Year 

General Employee Training 

Hazard Control Instruction 

Heating. Ventilating, Air Conditioning 

Installation Instruction 

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 

Inspection Rejection Notice
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L/R Labor Relations Staff 

M&AI Modifications and-Additions Instruction 

MI Maintenance Instruct-iont 

NSPB Merit Systems Protection-Board 

MT Magnetic Particle Testing 

NCR Nonconforming Condition Report 

NDE Nondestructive Examination 

NPP Nuclear Performance Plan 

NPS Non-plant Specific or Nuclear Procedures System 

NQAN Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual 

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

NSB Nuclear Services Branch 

NSRS Nuclear Safety Review Staff 

NU CON Division of Nuclear Construction (obsolete abbreviation, see DNC) 

NUNARC Nuclear Utility Management- and Resources Committee 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration (or Act) 

ONP Office of Nuclear Power 

OWC? Office of Workers Compensation Program 

PHR Personal History Record 

PT Liquid Penetrant Teoting 

QA Quality Assurance 

QAP Quality Assurance Procedures 

QC Quality Control 

QCI Quality Control Instruction
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SQ•.P Qual ty Control Proc-dur -

QTC - eit3tAy Technology Company 

-RIF Reduction in Force 

X- T _ Ra•4iographlc Testing 

SQN --SequQyah Nuclear Plant 

SI Surveillance lnstt-ruction 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SUP S-nireview Panel 

SWEC Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation 

TAS Technical Assistance Staff 

T&L Trades and Labor 

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority 

TVTLC Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council 

UT Ultrasonic Testing 

VT Visual 7esting 

WBECSP Watts Bar Employee Concern Special Program.. -

WBN Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 

WR Work Request or Work Rules 

WP Workplans
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2.5.3 Instrument Line Clamps 

2-.5.4 Instrument Line Bendicq 
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2-6.2 Compression Fittings 
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3.1.3 Instrument Line Clas
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1.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF ISSUES 

1.1 Introduction 

There are 29 concerns in the subcategory Instrument Line 
Installation. These concerns were grouped into the following four 
elements to aid in the evaluation effort.  

*Instrument line slope 
*Compression fittings 
*Instrument line clamps 
*Instrument line bending 

Section 8. attachment A provides a listing or employee concerns for 

each of these four elements.  

1.2 Description of Issues 

1.2.1 Instrument Line Slope (10 concerns) 

Seven of the ten concerns about instrument sensing line slope 
address specific instances where slope criteria were not 
met. Three concerns generically address slope criteria 
noncompliance. The issue raised in all concerns was that 
instrument sensing lines were not installed in accordance 
with the minimum rlope criteria specified by design output 
documents. (See Attachment F, List of Concerns By Issue, 
paragraph 1.2.1) 

1.2.2 Compression Fittinga (11 concerns) 

Nine concerns were evaluated relative to the installation of 
compression fittings. Two additional concerns related to 
instrument drain lines were included in this evaluation.  
(See Attachment F, List of Concerns By Issue, paragraph 
1.2.2) The issues evaluated were: 

" Compression fittings were not installed in accordance with 
the manufacturer's recommendations. Craft were not 
trained to install compression fittings.  

" The installation of compression fittings was not 
adeguately addressed by the Quality Assurance (QA) 
program.
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* Drain lines were not hydro tested.  

* Drain lines and fittings were not correctly installed.  

1.2.3 Instrument Line Clamps (2 concerns) 

Two concerns related to instrument line clamp installations 

were evaluated which covered issues related to: 

" Improper installations 

* P _ige after installation 

Un, ptable clamp substitutions 

* Missing clamps 

Note: Engineering Subcategory Report No. 223 

"Instrument Support Design." evaluates the adequacy 

of design output-requirements related to instrument 

line clamp installation.  

(See Attachment F, List of Concerns By Issue, paragraph 1.2.3) 

1.2.4 ITstrument Line Bending (6 concerns) 

Six concerns site-specific to the WBN Project related to 

instrument line bending were evaluated with issues involving: 

" Certification of bending tquipment 

" Certification of bending personnel 

* Control of bending e:uipment 

Note: Related bending issues have also been evaluated under 

Construction Subcategory Report No. 10700, 

"Instrument Thbing" 

(See Attachment F, List of Concerns By Issue, paragraph 1.2.4) 

2.0 SUMMARY 

2.1 Summary of Issues 

This subcategory report addresses four areas of employee concerns 

related to instrument line installation: 

" Instrument Line Slope
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" Compression Fittings 

" Instrument Line Clamps 

" Instrument Line Bending 

2.2 Summary of Evaluation Process 

The employee concerns related to the four areas were issued against 
a specific project. Each area was evaluated as a t-neric issue 
which examined entire programs in addition to the specific 
concerns. Employee concerns related to slope, compression fitting-, 
and clamps were evaluated at all four TVA ruclear projects. Bending 
was evaluated only at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), since it was 

characterized as not being genwrically applicable to the other three 
projects. The evaluation process varied slightly at each project 

because of the various rtages of construction or operation of each 
project. Employee concerns for all four areas of concern can be 
basically summarized as a failure of the installing organization to 
follow design output or manufncturers installation instructions and 
an inadequate quality inspection program which should have 
identified the discrepancies. A lack of or inadequate design output 
criteria contributed to some of the discr-pancies. In general, the 
evaluation process consisted of: 

" The review of design output and manufacturers installation 
requirements.  

* The eeview of Division of Nuclear Construction (DNC) and Office 
of Nuclear Power (ONP) procedures.  

" The review of previous evaluation "ekorts issued by Nuclear 

Safety Review Staff (NSRS), Division of Nuclear Engineering 
(DNE), and the WBN Instrumen: Project (IP).  

" The review of Quality Inspection procedures and records,

" Plant walkdowns and inspections
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interviews with cognizant DNC, ONP, and DNE personnel 

2.3 Sunmmary of Findings 

The foll,,wing is a summary of the findings and conciusions for each 
of the four inst-ument line installation issi'es enumerated in 
section 2.1 above.  

2.3.i Instrument Line Slope 

The issue raised by this element is that instrument sensing 
liner were not installed in accordance with the minimum slope 
criteria sper.ified by DNE desigr, output documents. This 
issue was substantiated at WBN, Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant IRl 
(SQN), and Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant (BFN) projects 
with Bellefonte Nuclear .'ower Plant (BLN) being in compliance 
with DNE criteria. Programs in place or scheduled at the 
three projects to resolve this issue were adequate except 
that none of ti.e programs took into consideration the effects 
of Design Basis Accident (DBA) conditions on a sensing line's IRl 
ability to function during all modes of operation.  

2.3.2 Compression Fittings 

The i.sue raised by this element is that instrument line 
compre..sion fitt'ngs were not installed in accordance with 
the fitting manuiacturer's instructions. This issue was JR1 
substantiated at the WBN, SQN, and BFN projects with BLN 
being in compliance with the manufacturer's instructions. IR1 
The evaluation also concludtJ that craft training and QA 
inspectioii programs did not Cdequat ly address comprcssion 
fitting installaLon and inspection at the three projects 
where this condition was found. In addition to the concerns 
related to compression fittings, this element included three 
employee concerns involving inadequately tested instrument 
drain lines which were not substantiated and required no 
further evaluation.  

2.3.3 Instrument I.ine Clamps 

The issue raised by this element is that clamps used tn 
attach instrument sensing lines to supports are loose, 
missing and/or are not approved components. This issue was
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factual at WBN and SQN with 100 percent field verification 
and correction programs in progress. The BFN project is 

currently preparing to implement a sampling verification 
program which will determine if this issue is applicable.  

This issue was not factual at BLN, and no further action was 
required. For WBN and SQN, this evaluation also concluded 
that there were inadequate installation and inspection 
programs.  

2.3.4 Instrument Line Bending 

The issup raised by this element is that instrument sensing 
line bending tools were not certified or cont:olled 
adequately ard that personnel performing bending were not 
adequately trained and certified. This issue was factual at 
WBN and was subsequently resolved using the results of a 
field bending sampling program. This issue was not 
classified as generically applicable to TVA projects other 
than '4BN. (Construction subcategory report 10700, "Instrument 
Tubing", evaluated other ir;trumer* tube bending issues; some 
of which were generically applicable to other sites.) 

2.4 Summary of Co-lective Significance of Findings 

2.4.1 Management Effectiveness 

The subcategory findings reveal in the area of instrument 
lines, a general lack of management control over the 
issuance of adequate design output criteria, compliance 
with installation requirements and an adequate work 
control and quality inspection program.  

2.4.2 Employee Effectiveness 

The subcategory findings indicate, for some issues, a lack of 
employee understanding and execution of the technical 
requirements. Inadequate technical criteria, procedures, a.i 
training have contributed to this situation.  

2.4.3 Technical Adequacy 

The findings for each element of this subcategory repeatedly 
indicate a lack of adequate technical criteria and procedures 
to control the work. Design and installetion criteria issued 
by DNE and implementing procedures issued by DNC and ONP 
should be based on upper-tier criteria issued on a branch 
level which is currently inadequate or nonexistant.
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2.5 Summary of Causes 

The following is a uumn.ary of the causes of those findings which 

require corrective actions.  

2.5.1 Instrument Line Slope 

Instrument lines installed at less than the minimum slope 

value specified on DNE output documents are a result of the 

folloing causes: 

* Inadequate/confusing requirements from design output 

documents 

" Inadequata installation practices 

" Inadequate inspection program 

" Inadequate protection of sensing lines 

2.5.2 Compression Fittings 

Instrument line compression fittings were not installed in 

accordance with the fitting manufacturers'instructions.  
Causes for this finding are: 

• Inadequate DNE criteria for DNC to follow manufacturers JR1 

installation instructions 

a Inadequate DNC installation procedures IRl 

* Inidequate inspection program 

Inadequate training for craft installation and Quality 
Control inspection personnel.  

2.5.3 Instrument Line Clamps 

The cause of the findings related to instrument line clamps 

was a combination of the following: 

InadequaLe written instructions
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* Inadequate installation and inspection practices 

* Inadequate management/supervisory control 

2.5.4 Instrume.it L-ne Bendint 

The cause of the findings related to instrument line bending 
at WBN was the inadequate implementation of DNE requirements 
pertaining to production bending.  

2.6 Summary of CorrecLive Action 

Corrective action (C/A) for each element of this subcategory varies 
'etween projects based on (1) where each project stands in 
construction, operation or licensing and (2) completed or in process 
C/A as a result of prior evaluation(s) of the issues. The following 
is a cumulative summary of C/A for all projects, )isted by element.  
Site-specific C/A, when required, is detailed in section 7.0 of this 
report.  

2.6.1 Instrument Line Slope 

" DNE evaluate as installed sensing line slope against 
design criteria.  

" Construction/modifications rework sensing lines as 

requireo 

* Perform reviews of Maintenance/Work Requests (MR and WR) 
by Operations to identify itstrtunent performance problems 
caused by inadequate sensing line slope.  

" DNE evaluate and revise slope design criteria to be 
consistent, complete and correct.  

" DNE develop design and acceptance criteria for slope 
deviations which assures acceptable performance of 
instruments during and after a Design Basis Accident 
(DBA).  

" DNE evaluate the effects and acceptablity of backfilling 
cold demineralized water back to a hot process nozzle.  

Operations revise maintenance procedures to address 
backfilling restrictions and flow rates as required.
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2.6.2 Instrument Line Compression Fittings 

DNE initiated testing st Singleton Materials Laboratory to 

determine the acceptability of compression f'ttings not 
installed in accordance with manufacturers instructions.  

Perform field disassembly and inspection of fittings on 
potentially radioactive drain lines to verify correct 
installation.  

Revise construction, operation and quality control 
procedires to specify installation and inspection 
requirements.  

Train craft personnel on proper methods of installing 
compressiin fittings.  

Compression fittings used on panels for safety-related 
instruments require verification of leak tightness 
during first heat up anC pressurization of plants.  

2 6.3 Instrument Line Clamps 

" Perform sample inspection to determine extent of problem.  

* Perform 100 percent walkdown of clamps aud correct 
deficiencies.  

" Revise installation and inspection proceduees to assure 
proper future clamp installations.  

2.6.4 Instrument Line Bending 

Develop procedures which control bending process, bending 
.ools and bending inspection which prevent recurrence of 
problem.  

* Perform sample evaluation to determine the adequacy of 
inst.alled instrument line bends.  

" Train installation and in-pection personnel on the 
requirements of bending procedures.
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3.0 EVALUATION PROCESS 

3.1 General Methods of Evaluation 

The employee concerns within this subcategory were investigated 
according to the Instrument Line Installation I aitial Evaluation 
Plan. The following is a summary of the specific methodology 
utilized in tho evaluation.  

3.1.1 Instrument Line Slope 

Instrument line slope employee concerns were evaluated at the 
four TVA Nuclear Projects: WBN, SQN, BFN, and BLN. B,'cause 
of the various stages of conctruction, operation, and 
licensing, the evaluation metnodology varied at each 
project. Action taken at each project prior to the employee 
concerns evaluation :or this element also caused variation in IRl 
the evaluation methodology.  

3.1.1.1 WBN - Instrument Line Slope 

The employee concerns contained within this element 
were evaluated at WBN by reviewing the results of a,, 
evaluation performed by the WBN IP. The WBN IP was 
organized in October 1985 and chartered to evaluate 
and resolve all slope employee !oncerns (reference 
memorandum FO1 851029 604, attachment B). The 
results of the WBN IP evaluation were published in 
memorandum FO1 860620 602 (attachment C) and an 
action plan ibsued to resolve all discrepancies and 
deficiencies in memorandum FOl 860115 603 
(attachment D). This information forms the basis of 
the employee concern evaluation and established the 
detailed evaluation methodology utilized.  

3.1.1.2 SQN - Instrument Line Slope 

Employee concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at SQN utilizing th.± followiný 
methodology: 

a. Interviews were conducted with six individuals 
from che WBN IP, the Sequoyah Engineeri!.g 
Projtct (SQEP) and the SQN Nuclear Power 
Instrument Maintenance Section concerning:
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" Background and applicability to SQN based on 
WBN IP evaluation results 

" Specific SQN evaluations and/or action taken 
to determine the applicability 

" The existence of instrument performance, 
operating or maintenance problems which are 
the result of the condition outlined in the 
related employee concerns 

b. Correspondence and previous evaluation reports 
issued by NSRS, SQEP and the SQN Generic 
Concerns Task Force (GCTF) were compiled and 
reviewed to determine exactly what the SQN 
projects position on slope is and if that 
position is technically acceptable.  

c. Reviewed approximately 222 MRs and WRs from 3 
systems to determine if performance, operational 
or maintenance problems have historically 
occurred as a result of instrument lines not 
being installed in accordance with minimum slope 
requirements.  

d. Reviewed seven TVA Norris Test Laboratory 
reports related to air bubble migration in 
sensing lines and the effects of entrapped air 
on transmitter output signals.  

e. Reviewed Regulation Guide 1.97 Revision 2 and 3 
and "WBN Calculations Related to Post Accident 
Monitoring (PAM) Instruments," in order to 
determine the approximate number of instruments 
required to function following a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA) and which may require further 
engineering and design evaluation.  

3.1.1.3 BFN - Instrument Line Slope 

Employee concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at BFN utilizing the following 
methodology:
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a. Interviews were conducted with four individuals 
from DNE site, BFN Instrument Maintenance 
Section and BFN Task Force concerning the same 
three issues listed in paragraph 3.1.1.2(a) of 
this report. Additionally, the BFN Task Force 
was contacted to determine if the BFN Nuclear 
Performance Plan addresses and/or takes a 
position on the slope issue.  

b. Reviewed design requirements for instrument line 
slope shown on three design drawings and one "G" 
specification.  

c. Performed a general walkdown of BFN unit 2 
Reactor Building instrument sensing lines to 
determine compliance with issued slope criteria.  

d. Two Maintenance Standard Practice/Instructions 
covering the backfilling requirements for 
reactor vessel level sensing lines following 
maintenance and calibration were reviewed for 
adequacy.  

e. Three pieces of correspondence were reviewed 
(B43 860701 905, B22 860715 001 and 
B22 860714 027) all dealing with the Electrical 
Engineering Branch (EEB) notification to BFN 
project to perform a "Potential Generic 
Condition Evaluation." (NCRs 6172 and 6359) JR1 

3.1.1.4 BLN - Instrument Line Slope 

Employee concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at BLN utilizing the following 
methodology: 

a. Interviews were conducted with four individuals 
representing the Construction Instrument 
Engineering Unit and the Instrument Quality 
Control (QC) Unit concerning: 

* What is the issued design output criteria 
for instrument line slope?
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What are other design output requirements 
which would control or clarify instrument 
line routin&s in regards to achieving 
required slope? 

" What are the QC inspection requirements for 
instrument line slope? 

" What program exists for obtaining approval 
of slope deviations? 

" What is the current status of sensing line 
installation and inspection? 

b. Design output document G-60 and revision notice 
SRN-G-60-1 were evaluated for adequacy of slope 
criteria.  

c. QC Inspection Procedure QCP-4.3 revision 13 was 
reviewed to determine if inspection criteria for 
instrument line slope existed and was it 
consistent with design output criteria.  

d. Reviewed ten QC inspection reports In the vault 
to determine their accuracy and correct 
applicability to the instrument lines inspected.  

e. Reviewed records of BLN Site Employee Concerns 
Task Group (ECTG) to determine if any additional 
evaluations or action had been taken at a site 
level regarding this element.  

f. Performed a general walkdown of BLN unit 1 
Reactor and Auxiliary Building instrument line 
installations to determine compliance with 
design output slope criteria.  

3.1.2 Compression Fittings 

Instrument line compression fitting employee concerns were 
evaluated at the four TVA nuclear projects: WBN, SQN, BFN, 
and BLN. Because of the various stages of construction, 
operation, and licensing, the evaluation methodoiogy varied 
at each project. Action taken at each project prior to the 
Employee Concerns Evaluation for this element also varied the 
evaluation methodology.
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3.1.2.1 WBN - Compression Fittings 

Employee concerns were evaluated at WBN utilizing 
the following methodology: 

Reviewed the files for the applicable concerns 
and the previous investigations and responses 
performed by Quality Technology Company (QTC), 
NSRS and WBN site personnel to determine the 
scope of tho problems and to determine if 
previous responses adequately addressed the 
identified problems.  

" Reviewed QTC expurgated files for additional 
information.  

* Reviewed WBN IP Activity 1240 Evaluation Report 
and file to determine if project work adequately 
addressed all the identified problems.  

" Reviewed the requirements for drain lines to 
determine if hydro testing is required.  

* Reviewed the design and installation 

requirements to determine if unit 1 drain lines 
were correctly installed.  

* Reviewed NSRS Reports I-85-329-SQN, 
1-85-514-001. and Q-85-795-CO-02 and GCTF 
report on Concerns XX-85-O5O-003 and 
PH-85-002-027 to determine if the conclusions 
and recommendations agree with this evaluation.  

3.1.2.2 SQN - Compression Fittings 

Employee concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at SQN utilizing the following 
methodology: 

Interviewed plant personnel in the Instrument 
Maintenance (IN) Section, Mechanical Maintenance 
(MM) Section, and the Modifications Section at 
SQN to determine what problems have been 
experienced with compression fittings and if 
these problems have been corrected,
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* Reviewed letter-from OlsohoModifications 
-Msanager.-SQN, to Abercrombie, Site Director., .  
SQN, dated January 13, 1986, "Compressiln 
Fitting Evaluation Report." and interviewed 
modifications personnel involved-in survey.  

* Interviewed traninng personnel at SQN to 
determine what training. for the installation of 
compression fitrlngs was available. Interviewed 
IN, WK. Modificatlons and QA section-supervisors 

-to determine what training on compression' 
fittings was required.  

* Walked down appy'oximateIy 50 percent -of the 
instrument pans-is in the Auxiliary 1u7 ld1ns, 
eleyations 669 and 690, and visually eaiamied 
panels for-obviour problems, ltaking fittings on 
instrument and-draf- lHes, and mismatch of 
fittings.  

- Examined storage of compression fittIngs it SQV 
Power Stores.  

Reviewed SQN Construction Procedures Index dxted 
November 13, 1985, and SQU Inspection 
Instructions Index 4ated I /24/81,-o dettrain.  
which procedures mitht contain installation and 
inspection requirements. 

V Month was unavailable becauoe, holo was punched 
through.  

Reviewed procedures on instruments, 10-trument 
I-ines, and piping to determlne if any 
irltallatlon and inspection requirelments *plied 
to compression fittins. 

Interviewed former constrvetion instrument 
engineer to determine if any proedures 
specified installation or inspection 
requirements for compression fittings during 
construction. QuestionedlMM, IN, and 
Modification; personnel if any plant procedureo 
specify installation and in&pVction reoirements.
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0 Examined storage of compression fittings At BFN 
Power Stores.  

* Visually examined about a dozen instri-ment 
panels on elevation 593 of unit 2 Reactor 
Building for mismatched or leaking fittings.  

* Reviewed QTC expurgated files for the concerns 
addressed by this evaluation for additional 
information and reviewed USIS reports 
1-85-329-SQN. IN-8S-S14-001. and 
Q-8S-795-001-02, and SQX GCTF ;vport for 
concerns X-5-050-003 and PH-85-002-027, 
to determine if the conclusions and 
recomendations agree with this evaluation.  

* Reviewed M IP Activity 1240 Evaluation Report 
and file to determine if incorrect installations 
were acceptable.  

3.1.2.4 BLU - Compression Fittings 

Employee concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at DLI utilizing the following 
methodology: 

Interviewed senior instrument engineer who was 
the group leader in DIL DWC Instrument 
Engineering Unit (19U) responsible for the 
installation of tubing and tube fittings to 
determiae how 5I1. DNC controlled the 
installation of compression fittings.  

Interviewed group leader in DLI DYC Instrument 
Quality Control (IQC) section to determine what 
QA was required for the installation of 
compression fittings. reviewed and discussed 
Quality Control Procedure (QCP) IBL-QCP-4-.3 
Revision 13.  

Interviewed 51. DEC training clerk to detersine 
what training was required for craft personnel 
on the installation of compression fittings.
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Intervieved three instrument mechanics in DlO 
OUP Instrument Raintenancor (IN) Section -to 
determine what training they had received and 
how they ensured compression fittings were 
properly reassembled.  

Reviewed QTC expurgated files for the conceras 
addressed by this evaluation for ed~ltloita1 
information and reviewed MRSS reports 
I-8S-329-SQ. 1,-US-s14-o01 &ad Q-5-79 ,-o1-O2
and SQl GCMI Report on Concerns X-EoS-O01-O03 
and PH-85-002-027 to determine It the--
conclusions and rotamendations agre-Tdtb-tts 
evaluation.  

3.1.5 Instrument Line Clamps .1 

Instrument line clamp employee concerns wore ev4luted -at tb 
4 TVA nuclear projects: WIN, SQl, &TV. *ad Jj) - X~nuse -it 
the various stages of constructico, opec'ionrst n, l'O#-e.s•
the evaluation methodology varied at each projat•4 4cZto 
taken at each project prior to the gaplop7Coocerno 
evaluation for this element also varied the evalsatio 
methodology.  

3.1.3.1 Wh - Instrument L1,s Clam-s 

Employee Concerns wore evaluated utilizing the 
following methodology: 

Reviewed previous inwestigattons performa ir.  
MSE$ to determine Lf thest eports wer*J .*0at_* 
and addressed the areas pf nc"nA.  

I RevieWed the WI I? 14. evaluva| ti *4 r1sults..  
(Activity file 1220) te de Terofit: tf wft 
a4e0uate1y a&dreadS# the lrias of WCoera, 

3.1.3.2 SON - instrument Line C•laMPS 

bEW1plOye :cerao r *Valueie4 .ec p-aaVIC 
applieability at %A$ Itiizini, the followir4i
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IfRviewed Significant Condition Report, (iCR) SQN 
COWL&1Z. to detorftiae If It is applicable to the 
areas of concern.  

- Revieved the preliifnary findings of the WIt 
Torque Survey &ad Interviewed the responsible 
Division of Nuclear t£agiuering (DM1) 
ecordinator to deterain# if the survey 
adequately addresses the areas of concern.  

Reviewed Special Mtintenance Instruction.  
Z1-0-317-2s 30. Xs6spection and Corrective 
laintesnace of $sall Diameter Instruant and 
Sensing Lin.e* and Interviewed the responsible 
Iecnsaical 8 intenasce coordinator to determine 
if instrvctions a4equaeoly addressed the areas 
of concern.  

t Reviewed Construction Specification 32C-946.  
"Juqirmeeats for Tightening of ion Nigh 
Strength bolts In Friction-Type Connectious.0 to 
determine it this specification was adequate *ad 
&ddreised the areas of concern.  

oyevewed Nodification and Additions Znstruction, 
NUT 0c. *4spectioa of belted Cesaection . to 
determine It future Instructiens would 
adequately address the areas of conc•r.  

3.1.).3 AM5 - Instrument Line Clamps 

WIaloIee Concerns were e*valuated for en*eric 
applicability at MDE stilizing the foll•w•iag 
methodology: 

Reviewed ;he preloiinary project instruction for 
class I small bore piping (•'12 to 0) and 
interviewed the responsible Instrument 
tiaiotnance ngianeer to deterine It the 
instructions adequately addressed the areas of 
concern, 

Interviewed the responsible lastromwt 
Maintenoace ai4aee'r for C1ass ! instrw atatio 
tubing to dtomrine if the prosram a4444ately 
addrolied he 0Areas of concern.
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Reviewed the preliminary project instruction for 
the routing end qualificetion of instrumentation 
and control piping and tubing and interviewed 
the responsible individual to determine if the 
instructions adequately addressed the areas of 
concern.  

3.1.3.4 OLS - Instrument Line Clamps 

Emloyte concerns were evaluated for generic 
applicability at OLN utilizing the following 
methodology: 

t Reviewed the relevant desigsn drawings for 
instruments and controls to determine if the 
design drawings adequately addresses the areas 
of concern.  

* Reviewed the QC procedure for instrument tubing 
installation and Inspection to determine if the 
procedure adequately addresses the areas of 
concern.  

Interviewed the instrumentation engineer 
knowledgeable in the installation of lastrument 
tubing and the related instrumentation haners 
to determine if the workn adeqoately addresses 
the are"a of concern.  

Interviewed the instrumentation inspector 
knowledgeable in the inspection of Ill. -,ment 
tubing and the related Instrumestation wwp&ers 

to determine If the work aeq"vately addresses 
the areas of concern.  

3.1.4 lnstrment Line lending 

Instrument lne bending e"ployee concerns were evaluated at 
WU. Usice the Wi evaluation did net classify bending as 
generically applicable to other TVA nuclear projects.  
evaluations beyond Wi were net performed witkin this 
sbelateeory (Coastruct ion Subcategory report number 10.00.  
4nsterment TObin&". evaluated ether lnstrumet tube boading 151 
iosw;j som of wch woere generically applicable to other 
Sitob, I&
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l*eviewed UN IF Activity file 1230 to determine 
methodology used to respond to concerns.  

IReviewed the corrective action response evalestioas 
prepared by the ftclesr Safety Review Staff for coacers 
numbers 15-IS-021-001 and X1-15-124-002.  

4.0 F[UftDI 

The findings and conclusions relative to the issues contaimed vithi eacht 
of the four elemntts which comtprls this subeategory are presented below 
by element sed project. The findings and coscluioas coataimed heroin 
correspond to the applicable ovoluatie methedology which Is detailed is 
Section 3.0 of this report.  

4.1 Instrumet Lime Slawe 

IWile all Employee Concerns is this element were voiced as ill 
site-specific concerns. the ECTS evaluatsite process at each project 
Was coaducted as a 6emeric valuatios. CeasqoMeOtly. the entire 
program for istrument lime slope was evalated at all four TWA 
projects which iecleded the review of sito-specific coeceras.  

Used oas the finding# and coacluseos below, the issue was fowW to 

be factuI at lM. Sq. a" s and was sot fond facts atLl. Ml 

4.1.1 WN-Slope Findings MA Coclusios 

4.1.1.1 £iaiiu 

A. Concerns which identified Sylts* GA slope 
deftcieacies were substastiated by field 
wsllo aend decumented is Uoacosormarce Report 
twa)-6172. Revisiges 0 dated July 1. 198S.  

I. SuboeMuemt imvestigatioe revealed that the 
condition coold *list is any of the &easia 
limes it the plant as, decmeated is KI 6172.  
Revistotes I Nst 1) dated April 12. IM and 
GM5 WWvis"e 0 ("tI 21 dated October 1. ISO.
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slope. Included in t, is evaluation were the 
results of a DNE and Maintenance walkdown of 
sensing lines. a review of maintenance histories 
and a review of maintenance procedures. This 
report concluded that no plant safety problem 
exists at SQU based on successful operating 
experience, current and planned instrument 
maintenance practices and administrative 
verification methods for entrapped air in IR1 
sensing lines.  

G. The Abercrombie to Wilson memorandum dated 
April. 13, 1986 responds to the DNE evaluation 
report (reference paragraph F). basically 
agreeing with recommendations to monitor 
maintenance/work request trends. This 
memorandum states that programs are already in 
place to do trending and that the Instrument 
Maintenance Section is responsible for 
performing this function.  

H. NSRS Report Number 1-86-128-SQU dated 
February 25, 1986 is very similar to the report 
issued in paragraph E. Three recommendations 
were made related to closing this issue.  

1. Engineering evaluation of instrument sensing 
line slopes 

2. Returning transmitters to service 

3. NCR-6172 evaluation for generic 
applicability to other TVA facilities.  

I. The Mason to Whitt memorandum dated 
January 28, 1986 responded to NSRS Report Number 
1-8S-590-SQN recommendations made in paragraph E.  

J. The Whitt to Mason memorandum dated April 16, 
1986 accepted all responses made in paragraph I.  

K. The SQN GCTF evaluation report dated April 22, 
1986 reiterates the results of previous NSRS and 
DNE evaluations. The GCTF ondorses the 
recommendations made in the NSRS report 
(paragraph E) and makes no further conclusions 
or recommendations.
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L Individuals from the SQN Instrument Maintenance 
Section discussed existing maintenance and 
calibration techniques being applied to sensing 
lines and instruments with associated high 
points and low points in the line routings.  
Sensing lines susceptible to air entrapment have 
been identified and are adequately covered by 
procedures. Maintenance histories do not 
reflect any recurring problems in this area.  

M. An independent review of maintenance/work 
requests (MRs and WRs) for a portion of 
safety-related instruments was performed, 
looking specifically for problems caused by 
possible air entrapment in sensing lines. Two 
hundred twenty two (222) records were reviewed, 
with approximately seven potentially related to 
air entrapment. Further review found that these 
MRs and WRs were issued in a timeframe when 
system maintenance involving numerous pump 
starts and stops were occurring.  

N. A general review of various Norris Lab test 
reports was performed to determine the total 
effects of entrapped gas or air bubbles on an 
instrument's accuracy and performance. Thesu 
reports validate the potential problems caused 
by gas or air bubble entrapment. The reports 
also establish minimum flow rates for 
backfilling of sknsing lines.  

0. Evaluation reports issued by NSRS, DNE, and GCTF 
all basically concluded that there was no safety 
problem at SQN involving sensing line slope, 
based largely on several years of operating 
experience. Since this operating experience 
does not include experience during and after a 
design-basis accident (DBA), the calculated 
effects of a DBA on sensing lines associated 
with post accident monitoring (PAN) instruments 
mupt be determined. Reg Guide 1.97 was reviewed
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for any :pecial conditions or criterion 
applicable to PAM instrument sensing lines.  
TVA's commitment to Reg. Guide 1.97 
implementation at SQN is currently September, 
1987.  

4.1.2.2 Conclusions 

A. All specific and generic concerns related to 
instrument sensing line slopes not conforming to 
the installation requirements of drawing 
47W600-24 are factual. IRl 

B. For "Normal" operating conditions, the installed 
configurations of sensing lines do not create an 
operating or safety concern.  

C. Evaluations performed by NSRS, DNE, and GCTF do 
not address the acceptability of sensing line 
slopes during abnormal or accident conditions.  
Engineering design criteria is inadequate in 
this area.  

D. Based on the results of Norris Lab testing, the 
SQN backfilling procedure for sensing lines 
should specify a minimum flow rate to assure 
that entrapped air or gas is purged from the 
line.  

E. SQN Backfilling procedures should be evaluated 
to determine if restrictions are required on 
backfilling cold demineralized water into 
potentially hot process nozzles. IR.  

4.1.3 BFN-Slope Findings and Conclusions 

4.1.3.! Findings 

A. In an interview with the Principle 
Instrumentation Engineering (PIE), the following 
information was obtained.
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The PIE has prepared an informal summary 

document concerning BFN slope. This summary 

parallels SQN's position on slope which was 

based on acceptable operating experience.  
In order to close the slope issue at BFN, 

the summary recommends a walkdown program be 

performed to verify sensitig line slope with 

any unacceptable installations being 
corrected. The summary also recommends that 

a review of maintenance records be performed 

to identify potential problem areas for 

further evaluation and action.  

Additionally, a review of maintenance 

calibration. backf1iling. purging, and 

flushing procedures was recommended to 

verify their adequacy.  

Note: The above summary document was informally 
prepared and presented to the Electrical 
Engineering Branch.  

The PIE indicated that there were 
detailed evaluations currently being 
performed on sensing lines associated 
with reactor vessel level and N202 
sampling as a result of pAst operating 

problems. Reactor vessel level sensing 
line problems are documented on DCR-3155, 

ECN-P5291, and ECN-P5414.  

B. The instrument sensing line slope criteria shown 

in drawings 47W600-16, 47W600-21, and 47W600-23 

are inconsistent with two drawings specifying a 

minimum of 1/8" per foot and the third drawing 

specifying a minimum of 1/4" per foot. Later in 

the evaluation it was determined that General 

Construction Specification G-60 is also IR1 

applicable to BFN and specifies slope criteria 
which is different than the three drawings.  

G-60 slope criteria is applicable to BFN future 

modifications. Besides being inconsistent, the 

slope criteria in these four documents is 
inadequate and confusing.
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C. The following are findings from a field survey 
of unit 2 Reactor Building instrument sensing 
lines: 

* In general, most sensing lines appeared to 
have slope in excess of 1/8" per root.  

* Numerous cases of damaged lines were 
observed. Dips and low points caused by 
construction activities and slipped 
attachment hardware exist in all areas of 
the Reactor Building secondary area.  

* Several areas of inadequate slope were 
pointed out which are currently under 
evaluation as part of the reactor vessel 
level initrument line evaluation.  

D. The~ following information was obtained frorr two 
individuals from BFN Instrument Maintenance 
Section: 

* With the exception of reactor vessel level 
and N202 sample sensing lines, no formal 
reviews of maintenance/work, requests has 
ever been performed to identify operational 
problems caused by entrapped air/gas in 
inadequately sloped sensing lines.  

* Maintenance histories are only available 
through the current computer data base for 
the last 3-4 years. Records prior to the 
develcprnent of the compvter base are not 
indexed and easily retrievable.  

* Because no detailed reviews have been 
performed to date, the two individuals 
interviewed were not in a position to make 
any Judgments as to whether problemis do or 
dio not exist as a result of inadequately 
sloped sensing lines with the exception of 
reactor vessel level lines.
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Backfilling procedures for the reactor 

vessel level instrument sensing lines are 

utilized to remove entrapped air/gas 

followin& maintenance and calibration.  

E. The Raughley to Those Listed letter dated 

June 30. 1986 notified BFN project of the 

potential generic applicability of sensing line 

slope -iscrepancies and required an examination 

be performed to determine if the condition 

exists. (WBN NCRs 6172 and 6359) IRI 

F. The Faulkner to Raughley letter dated July 14, 

1986 responds to the letter discussed in 

paragraph E, and indicates that the slope 

generic condition "Does not Exist" at BFN. This 

letter included an attachment which states that 

the WBN NCR was written to document a 

Construction Caused Condition and identified no 

involved DNE failures which contributed to the 

condition. To the contrary, previous 

discussions with W3N IP personnel indicates that 

incorrect and inadequate slope criteria was a 

contributing factor to the WBN condition. The 

inconsistencies in slope criteria at BFN as 

pointed out in paragraph B do not reinforce 

DNE's position that this generic condition does 

not exist at BFN. This letter also references a 

letter which was sent to the Plant Manager and 

Modifications Manager which is reviewed in 

paragraph G.  

G. The Stapleton to Lewis and Rinne letter dated 

July 14, 1986 notifies the Plant and 

Modifications Managers that responsibility for 

review and handling of the Potent;al Generic 

Condition Evaluation is forwarded to them for 

action. This letter is referenced in DNE's 

response to Raughley in paragraph F. To date 

(October 1986), no response to this letter 1R.  

has been made.  

H. Backfill procedures BF-IMSI-3005 and 

BF-IMSI-3005.2 were reviewed with the following 

findings:
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Backfill procedures do not specify a minimum 
backfi.l flow rate to asstre removal of 
entrappeo bubbles as recommended in Norris 
Laboratory Test Report WR280-l-85-12., dated 
February 1986.  

Backfill procedures do not contain any 
restriction for backfilling cold demin water 
back to o hot process nozzle resulting in 
thermal cycling and thermal fatigue.  

Backfilling of sensing lines to the reactor 
vessel is normally prohibited by General IRi 

Electric. An approved devi4.ion from 
General Electric should te referenced in 
these procedures.  

I. Met with a member of BFN Task Force: 

In early August 1986, the Electrical 

Engineering Branch (EEB) from Knox;'ille 
presented to the Task Force a proposed plan 
and fragment for resolving the sensing line 
slope issue at BFN. The approach presented 
in EEB's plan to the Task Force appears to 
be based on the informal summary docuwE 
prepared by the Principle Instrument 
Engineer reviewed in paragraph A of this 
evaluation. EEB's plan appears to include 
all the steps necessary to verify and 
resolve the slope issue at BFN.  

The BFN Nuclear Performance Plan does not 
include a project statement related to 
sensing line slope.  

4.1.3.2 Conclusions 

A. The generic applicability of WBN and SQN 
employee concerns related to inadequate 
instrument sensing line slope was determined to 
be applicable to BFN. This cosiclusicn is based 
on the fact that slope evaluations and rework 
are currently being performed on two !ystems and 
violations of slope criteria were visually 
located in the field.
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B. The rnope criteria in the three 47W600 drawings 
and General Zpecification G-60 should ba revised 
for ..onsistency. When revised, this criteria 
should include restrictions on the use of 
multiple high points and low points in liquid 
filled sensing lines.  

C. The program for resolving the sersing line slope 
issue presented to BFN Task For,.e by the EEB 
appears to be adequate. EEB ;hould make sure 
that the evaluation process and acceptance 
criteria addresses the effects of a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA) on each sensin6 lines ability to 
function during abnormal operating conditions.  
The elements of EEB's program are as follows: 

* Browns Ferry Engineering Project (BFEP) 
review existing design requirements.  

" Plant instrument maintenance section review 
maintenance records and identify problem 
areas.  

* Central staff coordinate with SQN and WBN to 
ensure a uniform program.  

" Establish program to resolve U2 Cycle 5 
issues.  

" Prepare list of sense lines to be walked 
dc in.  

" Plant instrument mainteLance review sense 
line purging, flushing and calibration 
methods. Determine requ;red changes to 
installations and/or methods.  

° Peform walkdowns of lines.  

" Plant submit DCR.  

Prepare project instruction (PI) for 
walkdown.
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* Prepare ECN.  

" Plant perform modifications.  

D. Plant instrument maintenance section should work 
with PNE to determine if revisions to 
backfilling procedures are required to sddress 
backfilling minimum flow rates and backfilling 
cold demineralized water back to a hot nozzle. IR1 
The acceptability of backfilling to the reactor 
vessel should also be verified.  

E. The manner in which the Potential Generic 
Condition Evaluation was processed appe~cs to be 
inadequat; and incomplete. (Reference 
paragraphs 4.1.3.1 E, F. and G.) 

4.1.4 BLN-Slope Findings and Conclusions 

4.1.4.1 Findings 

a. Instrument line slope criteria is issued in 
General Construction Specification G-60. This IRI 
criteria is used to install and inspect 
instrument lines that are totally field routed 
and is used for field routings between work 
point elevations in the Containment Building.  

b. A review of G-60 found that there is currently a 
revision notice issued and pending incorporation 
(SRN-I,-60-1). This revision notice made changes 
to Lhe slope criteria in G-60. The covershaet 
for the revision notice did not accurately 
reflect 'he affected paragraphs of G-60 and 
required incorporation of the revision notice 
into G-60 within 90 days of issuance. At the 
time of the LCTG evaluation, incorporation had 
not been made and was delinquent.  

c. Procedure QCP-4.3 Revision 13 which covers 
tubing and support installation and inspection 
was reviewed and found to be an excellent 
procedure for controlling instrument line
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installations and inspections. This procedure 
ib very strong in the area of QC inspection 
criteria and documentation.  

d. Instrument line installations were inspected in 
the Containment Building, Auxiliary Building and 
main s,%am safety valve room in unit 1. All 
observed instrument line slope appeared to be in 
compliance with G-60 spec slope criteria.  

e. Completed QCP-4.3 attachment A inspection 
checklists for the IX system were evaluated from 
the QC records vault. All checklists requiring 
slope inspection were accurately completed.  

f. BLN employee concern files BLN-0212, 0213, 0335, 
0411, 0514, 0539, and 0576 were :eviewed fc, any 
additional information related to the concerns 
being evaluated. No additional information was 
gained from this review.  

4.1.4.2 Conclusions 

The generic applicability of instrument line slope 
employe) concerns was not found to be factual at [Rl 
BLN. The program evaluated at BLN was well thought 
out, effectively implemented and assures the highest 
level of quality.  

4.2 Compression Fittings 

While all employee concerns in this element were voiced as IRl 
site-specific concerns, the ECTG evaluation process at each project 
was conducted as a generic evaluation. Consequently, the entire 

program for instrument line compression fittings was evaluated at 
all 4 TVA projects which included the review of site-3pecific 
concerns.  

Based on the findings and conclusions below, this issue was found to 
be factual at WEN, SQN, and BFN and was not found factual at BLN. [IR.

4.2.1 WBN-Compression Fitting Findings and Conclusions
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4.2.1.1 Findings 

A. Review of the files for Concerns IN-85-795-031 
and IN-85-795-002 found that QTC had performed a 
field investigation at WBN of compression 
fittings. With support from DNC, QTC IRI 
disassembled ano examined 107 compression 
fittings and found 60 of the fittings 
incorrectly installed. Tubing was not deburred 
sfter cutting and wa: not correctly inserted 

into the fittings. Ferrules were not correctly 
installed in the fittings and the fittings were 
not properly tightened. In one case the ferrule 
was not recognizable. NCR-6278 was written 

September 9. 1985 to document the problems found 
during the QTC investigation. NCR-6278 and all 
concerns related to compression fittings were 

assigned to the WBN IP for evaluation and 
resolution. IP Activity 1240 was created to 
address the problems with compression fittings.  

Review of the file for Concern IN-85-514-001 
found that this concern was to be addressed by 

the IP activity 1240 and NCR-6278. Review of 
the file for Concern PH-85-002-027 found no 
additional information. Concern IN-85-795-N04 
was identified by NRC and no additional 
information was contained in the file.  

Review of the file for SQN Concern JAM-85-001 
found that this concern was similar to problems 

identified at WBN by NCR-6218. This concern had 

been addressed by the responsible supervisor as 
required by the employee concerns program in 
place at that time and the concern had been 
closed.  

Review of the file for SQN concern HDE-85-001 
found that this concern was similar to problems 

identified at WBN by the IP and documented on 
NCR-6278, Revision 1 dated January 30, 1986.  
This concern had been addressed by the 

responsible supervisor as required by the
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employee concerns program in place at that time 
and the concern had been closed.  

Review of the file for Concern XX-85-050-001 
found that previous investigation and Report 
1-85-329-SQN dated February 13, 1986 had been 
performed by the NSRS. The NSRS determined that 
there was inadequate QA on the installation of 
compression fittings at SQN and, therefore, the 
concern was true. Review of the files for 
Concerns XX-85-050-002 and XX-85-050-003 found 
no additional information.  

Review of the file for Concern IN-85-143-002 
found that this concern would be addressed as 
part of the corrective action for NCR-6278.  

B. No additional information was found during 
review of the QTC expurgated files.  

C. WBN IP Activity 1240 was assigned responsibility 
for investigating and resolving all the problems 
associated with the use of compression fittings 
including the identified employee conceris and 
NCR-6278. A review of NCR-6728, the concerns 
and their previous investigations demonstrated 

that there was a serious problem with the 
installation of compression fittings at WBN. IP 

held a meeting with representatives from the WBN 
ONP, DNE and DNC to discuss the identified 
problems and determine required corrective 
actions. DNE decided to perfo',. .esting at 
TVA's Singleton Materials Laboidtory to 
determine if the present incorrect installations 
identified in NCR-6278 would be acceptable for 
use as installed. DNE, ONP, and DN%.* would 
establish procedures and training programs to 
prevent further incorrect installations. IP 
would issue an evaluation report and track and 
coordinate all corrective actions.
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During the IP, a new problem with the use of 
compression fittings was identified by a foreman 
in the Instrument Maintenance Section (IN) of 
WBN ONP. The foreman had found that Parker CPI 
(CPI) tube end reducers were being used with 
Imperial Eastman (I-E) nuts and ferrules.  
NCR-6278, Revision 1 was issued to document this 
new problem and was assigned to the IP for 
resolution. DNE agreed to perform testing on 
this installation to determine acce:,tability for 
use as installed.  

Testing of compression fittings assembled both 
correctly and with the problems identified in 
NCR-6278, Revision 0 and NCR-6278, Revision 1 
was performed at TVA's Singleton Materials 
Laboratory (SME). The fittings were subjected 
to axial tonsion test (pullout test), 
low-ainplitude vibration test simulating extended 
plant operation, and high amplitude cyclic test 
simulating a seismic event. The results of test 
for correctly and incorrectly assembled fittings 
weve compared and although some decrease in 
strength was noted, the incorrect assemblies 
were found to be acceptable when assemblies were 
leak tight. Flow test were also performed on 
tubing that was not deburred, and results were 
found to be acceptable.  

IP reviewed the test results from SME qnd agreed 
that the incorrectly installed compression 
fittings were acceptable, if proven not to leak 
by hydrostatic testing or plant operation. IP 
discussed hydro testing with DNC and found that 
some instrument ptnels may not have been hydro 
tested past the panel isolation valve. Because 
of this, WBN will inspect all safety-related 
instrment panels for leaking fittings during 
ýhe next heat-up and pressurization of unit 1.  
DNC was responsible for inspecting any unit 2 
panels which were not hydro tested. Since the 
drain and vent lines were not hydro tested, ONP 
and DNC agreed to disassemble and inspect 
compression fittings in drain and vent lines for 
potentially radioactive systems.
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I? reviewed DNE. DNC, and WBN ONP procedures and 
found that no requirements existed controlling 
the installation and inspection of compression 

fittings. To correct this problem, DNE revised 
General Construction Specification G-29 to 
detai] the design requirements for compression 

fittings. WBN ONP then issued a Modifications 
and Additions Instruction, MAI-29 to implement 
these requirements and provide installation 
instructions and inspection requirements for 
work performed on unit 1. DNC revised Quality 

Control Instruction WBN-QCI--3.13-6 to include 
the installation and inspection requirements of 
G-29 for work performed on unit 2.  

During evaluation of the compression fitting 
problems, IP found that no training had been 
provided to craft personnel. WBN ONP had just 

started teaching Power Operations Training 
Center Mechanical Maintenance Sraining (MMT) 

course MHT-28, "Initial Tube Fitting 
Installation" to craft personnel. To help 
prevent further problems with the installation 
of compression fittings, both WBN ONP and DNC 
agreed to require training for all craft 
personnel performing compression fitting work.  
DNC prepared a Craft Training Module CTM-61-07 
using KMT-28 as a guide.  

Details of the IP evaluation for compression 

fittings are contained in "Compression Fitting 
Evaluation Report" (RIMS FO1 851211 601). This 
report also contains a copy of Action Plan for 
corrective actions and the minutes of meeting 
held to discuss resolution of compression 
fitting problems.  

D. Reviewed the TVA and ASME Code requirements for 
hydro testint of drain lines and found that 
drain lines are not required tu be hydro tested 
because they are TVA clasr G and H lines. The 

ASME code does not require these lines to be 
pressure tested. These lines are open-ended and
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are not subjected to pressure. Also, the drain 
lines are only used periodically to drain small 
amounts of liquid from instruments prior to 
maintenance. Therefore, the potential for the 
leakage of contaminated water from drain lines 
with incorrectly Installed fittings is minimal.  
Any incorrectly installed compression fittings 
in potentially radioactive systems were repaired 
during inspection of drain and vent lines 
performed as required by IP for corrective 
action designated in NCR-6278.  

E. Reviewed the design and installation of drain 
lines for unit 1 and 2 and found that drain 
lines for most instrument panels in unit 1 were 
originally connected to the radioactive waste 
drain system. NCR-W-130-P was written 
July 20, 1983 to document this problem, and 
drawings were changed to show that only the 
drain lines for radioactive systems were to be 
connected to this drain system. The drain lines 
for other systems were removed from the rad wabte 
drain system in both units. The work for unit 1 
was verified to be complete auring the walkdown 
performed on the drain and vent lines for 
corrective action to NCR-6278.  

F. The recommendations in the NSRS and GCTF reports 
were satisfied by the corrective actions 
specified in the IP Action Plan for compression 
fittings (1240-AP).  

4.2.1.2 Conclusions 

A. Installation 

Compression fittings were not installed in 
accordance with the wanufacturers' 
recommerdations. Tubing ý,,as not deburred after 
cutting and was not correctly inserted into the 
fittings. Ferrules were not correctly installed 
in the fittings and the fittings were not 
properly tightened. Tube end reducers were used 
with different m~anufacturers' ferrules.  
Therefore, these concerns were factual.
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Testing was performed that showed that the 
present installation was acceptable if not.  
leaking. Hydro testing has been performed on 
most lines. Inspections will be performed on 
panels for safety-related instruments and drain 
and vent lines for potentially radioactive 
systems. No major rework of compression 
fittings is required, but leaking fittings will 
be replaced through normal maintenance when 
found.  

No formal training program existed during 
construction so this concern was factual. Both 
ONP and DNC established training programs and 
requirements for craft personnel performing 
compression fitting work in response to the 
identified problems.  

B. Quality Assurance 

No TVA requirements for the installation and 
inspection of compression fittings existed.  
Neither ONP nor DNC had any procedure.  
establishing the QA inspection requirements for 
compression fittings. Therefore, these concerns 
were factual. DNE has issued a specification 
detailing the design requirements io 
compression fittings. ONP and DNC have issued 
procedures detailing the installation and QC 
inspection requirements for compression fitting 
work.  

C. Hydro Testing 

There are no TVA cr ASHE Code requirements to 
hydro test drain and vent lines. Because the 
drain lines are not subjected to pressure and 
only used to *drain small amounts of liquid from 
instruments prior tu mainten~r~ce, the putential 
for leakage of radioactive water is minimal.  
This concern was not considered factual.
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D. Drain Line Installation 

The installation of drain lines on unit 1 was 
redesigned and corrected. A walkdown of these 
lines corrected any minor installation problems 
with compression fittings. Therefore. this 
concern wis not found factual. I Ri 

4.2.2 SQN - Compression Fitting Findings and Conclusions 

4.2.2.1 Findings 

A. Cognizant IM personnel stated that problems had 
been identified with the installation of IR1 
compression fittings early in the plant life.  
These problems had been discovered and repaired 
during normal maintenance. They also stated 
that they don't have many leaking or bad 
fittings now. Some incorrect installations have 
been found on new installations by 
modifications. NM or Modifications personnel 
did not report any problems.  

B. The "Compression Fitting Evaluation Report," 
dateiA .7nuary 13, 1986 (Olson to Abercrombie), 
stated that 306 fittings were inspected and only 
5 defects were found. Personnel involved in the 
survey stated that all the fittings surveyed had 
been installed by Modifications. The survey was 
performed In late 1984, during the unit 2 cycle 
2 outage.  

C. IN training instructor stated that he had 
written a training class on compression fittings 
in late 1984. This class became Power 
Operations Training Center class Mff-28 in 
August of 1985. The course has been taught to 
most of personnel Involved with the use of 
compression fittings. IN supervisor stated t. t 
all instrument mechanics are required to have 
training. NM supervisor required all annual 
fitters to have the training, but not hourly 
employees. Modifications stated that most 
fitters had attended training, but it was hard 
to be sure because of changing personnel.
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D. A personal visual examination of approximately 
50-percent of the instrument panels on 
elevations 669 and 690 of the Auxiliary Building 
was performed and no problems were observed. -40 
signs of leaking fittings on instrument or drain 
lines were found.  

E. Three drawers of compression fittings were 
examined at Power Stores and fittings were not 
mixed with different sizes, brands, or materials 
in the same bins.  

F. The Construction Procedures Index and the 
Inspection Instructions Index were reviewed and 
no procedures were found which addressed the 
installation of compression fittings. The 
procedures on instruments, instrument lines, and 
piping were reviewed and no requirements were 
found for the installation or inspection of 
compression fittings. The lack of procedures 
during construction was confirmed during a 
telephone interview wit' a former construction 
instrument engineer. Personnel of III, JM, and 
HOD stated that they had no procedures for the 
installation or inspection of compression 
fittings.  

G. QA personnel stated that they now require 
inspection on all-new installations in the 
reactor cooiant system; however, this 
requirement is not contained in any plant 
procedure. QA inspections are not required on 
any other installations or on remakes of already 
installed fittings.  

H. No additional information was found in the QTC 
files for the concern. The findings of the NSRS 
and GCTF reports are consistent with the results 
of this evaluation.  

1. This evaluation concurs with the 
recommendatlon of the GCTF report and with 
NSRS recomeendations delineated in reports 
I-85-329-SQN-02, I-85-329-SQN-03, 
Q-8S-514-001-02, Q-85-795-001-02, and
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1-85-329-.QN-04, that a formal training 
program-for. craft and inspection personnel 
involved in the installation and maintenance 
of compress-ion fittings be implemented. The 
program should ensure and document that only 
personnel satisfactorily trained should 
perform compression fitting work. NSRS also 
recommended that plant procedures include 
the installation instructions and inspection 
requirements for compression fitting work.  

2. NSRS recommendations for I-85-329-SQN-01 and 121 
Q-85-79S-001-01 stated that NCR-6278 be 
reviewed for generic applicability. NCR 
6278, revision 1, was transmitted to the 
other plants by DKE in memorandum from 
J. A. Raulston dated February 25, 1986 
(B45 860225 259). At the time of this 
evaluation (October 1986), SQN had not JR1 
performed the generic condition evaluatiun 
of NCR 6278, revision 1, as requested by the 
DNE memorandum.  

3. NSRS recommendation for Q-85-514-001-01 IRl 
addresses WEN site-specific observations 
concerning two specific tubes and does not 
pertain to other plants.  

I. The IP Activity 1240 was assigned responsibility 
for investigating and resolving all the problems 
associated with the use of compression 
fittings. To determine if the incorrect 
installations identified at WEN on NCR 6278, 
revisions 0 and 1 were acceptable for use as 
installed, DNE established a testing program at 
TVA's Singleton Materials Laboratory (SHE) 
beginning September 11, 1985.  

Testing of compression fittingo assembled both 
correctly and with the problems Identified in 
NCk 6278, revision 0, and NCR 6278, revision I 
was performed at SHE. The fittings were 
subjected to axial tension tests (pullout test), IRl 
low-amplitude vibration tests simulating extended '
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plant operation. and high-amplitude cyclic tests IRl 
simulating a seismic event. The results of 
tests for correctly and incorrectly assembled 
fittings were compared and although some 
decrease in strength was noted, the incorrect 
assemblies were leaktight. Flow tests were also 
performed on tubing that was not deburred, and 
results were found to be acceptable.  

IP reviewed the test results from SHE and agreed 
that the incorrectly installed compression 
fittings were acceptable, if proven not to leak 
by pressure testing or plant operation.  

4.2.2.2 Conclusions 

A. Compression fittings may not have been installed 
in accordance with the manufacturers' 
reconmendations; however, these installations 
are acceptable if the 3oint does not leak. This 
evaluation and past operating history at SQl 
showed that the fittings were not leaking, and 
therefore acceptable. This issue was not found Ill 
to constitute a remedial problem.  

B. No formal training program on compression 
fitting installation existed during III 
construction, therefore, this concern was 
factual. A training class on compression Ill 
fittings has been taught since January 1985.  
However, a formal program with personnel 
training requirements has not been established.  

C. SON has never had any procedures delineating the 11l 
QA requirements for the installation of 
compression fittings, therefore, this concern 
was factual. No procedures have been wrltten 
to implement recently Issued requirements in 
General Construction Specification G-29, Part 
3.-N13.1. for the installation and inspection of 

compression fittings. (Note: WIN has committed 
to have instructions controlling compression III 

fitting work).




